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Two independent evaluations of a new speech coding strategy for the Nucleus 

cochlear implant system, MPEAK+AO, were conducted. ·TheMPEAK+AO strategy 

adds to the standard Multipeak strategy an extra pulse per each FO-based stimulus period. 

This additional stimulation is delivered to the most apical electrode in the user's array 

and represents the amplitude envelope of the low frequency portion of the acoustic signal 

associated with the voice fundamental. 

In the fIrst study, at six weekly evaluation sessions, the performance of three 

experienced adult implantees was tested with lists.of 12 medial vowels and 14 medial 

consonants, CNC words and CUNY sentences presented at two signal-to-noise ratios in 

4-talker babble. After each evaluation session the MPEAK+ AO and Multipeak strategies 

were alternated. 

In the second study, eight experienced adult implantees used Multipeak for one 

month, MPEAK+AO for one month, and then repeated this sequence. Speech 

recognition of lists of 19 medial vowels, 18 medial consonants, NU-6 monosyllables in 

quiet and CUNY sentences in multitalker babble (one SIN: 10, 15 or 20) was evaluated 

during two, two-hour sessions in the third and fourth weeks of each month. 

Analysis of variance for repeated measures within subjects was used to determine 

whether performance with the two speech coding strategies was significantly different on 

each speech test. Results from this analysis as well as observations of benefit in 

everyday life will be described. 
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